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The Wbole Coul/sel 0' Cod:
Courageous Calvi"ism
For a"ew Ce"tury
W, !lobm (jodFrey'/ !nQugurQI Addrell Q/
Preliden' of Wettminmr SeminQry in
O(tober 1, 1993

w: Robert Godfrey
Dr. Carson, members of the Board
of Trustees, fellow faculty members,
administrators and staff of the Semi·
nary . students, distinguished guests
and delegates, family and my good
fri ends . It is a privilege for me to be
here and have this opportunity to meet
with you on this special day for me
and , I hope. special day in the life of
the Seminary. I want to thank you
all for coming and giving me this opportunity to speak about what Presi·
dent Bush called "the vision thing."
What is our vision for the Semi·
nary as we move forward building o n
the foundation laid above all by OUI
Lord, but also laid by my very able
predecessors. It is a special joy for
me to have here in California, close
at hand , three presidential predecessors. That might intimidate some,
but it is a testimony to our collegiality here, that it is only a blessing.
Founding pres id ent, Edmund
Clowney is here with us, also Robert
den Dulk and Robert Strimple. It is a
great encouragement to me as I take
up this office to know that they are
here to help, to support and to encourage. It is also an encouragement
for me to know that the faculty, ha ving observed my strong support for
administrators over the years, will support me in my new tasks.
So, I tum to this question of what
vision should guide us and direct us
as we continue to labor here for the
Lord. Someone asked me, "Wha t is
your vision for the Seminary?" My
initial response was that I hoped not
to be the last president of Westminster
in Californ ia. But as I continue to
think about our vision , my hope is
that W estminster Seminary might be
an instrument in the hand of the Lord
to renew the church through a renewal of historic Calvinism.
We as a Seminary are the inheritors of a marvelous tradition: the

apologetic tradition of Cornelius Van
Til, the biblicaltheological tradition
ofGeerhardus Vos, the militant stance
for the fundam entals of the faith in a
Reformed church of J . Gresham
Machen , th e scholarship and Refonned orthodoxy of o ld Princeton
Seminary, the evangelizing, Refonned
revivalism of the G reat Awakening,
the confessional and experiential Calvinism of the Puritanism of th e
Westminster Assembly, the tradition
of John Calvin and the R efonnation ,
the tradition of Augustine
and true Catholicity. What
a heritage is ours. How
much we have inherited from
those who have gone before.
We recognize, however,
that those heroic days of the
past have come to more dif
fi cult times today. Certainly in terms
of Calvinism, our numbers, our influence and our fervor are much diminished in 1993. I was reminded of this
by an essay John Updike wrote on
New England churches as he thought
about those beautiful, white Congregational churches on village greens.
He wrote, "Joy and aspiration have
shaped these churches, but a certain
melancholy may fill them. Puritanism faded into Unitarianism and
thence to stoic agnosticism; these gallant old shells hold more memories
than promises. III Has our movement
come to hold more m emories than
promises? That is the great issue, it
seems to me, before us today. My
passion and my concern is that we be
committed to the notion that Calvinism holds more promises than memories, as rich and glorious as those
memories are.
I have taken as the title of my address tonight, "The Whole Counsel
of God ," thinking of the motto that
Westminster Seminary in Philadelphia adopted ea rly in its history ,

words taken from Acts 20:27. This
motto is part of the emblem of the
Seminary, a pulpit with an open Bible
a nd a sword laying on top of that
Bible testifying to our conviction that
the written word and the preached
word are indeed the sword of the
Spirit for the wellbeing of the church.
It is in that spirit, then, of commitment to the whole counsel of God
that I ask that you think with me
about the character of courageous
Calvinism for a new century. What
do we need? Where do we need to be
going? What is the truth of God that
we must embrace and teach?

COMPREHENSIVE CALVINISM
My fLI'St point would be that we
need a comprehe nsive Calvinism .
You notice how Paul talked about
the "whole counsel of God "; that he
did not "shrink from declaring to them
that whole counsel of God"; that he
did not hold back from them "any

"Too many of us", have lost
the Psalms which put
steel in our souls. "
thing that was profitable " (Acts
20:20). Paul spoke very much in the
spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ who
sent out His disciples in the Great
Commission to go and teach "all
things that I have commanded you "
(Matthew 28:20). The Scripture is
clear and our Calvinistic heritage is
clear that we are committed to all
that the Lord has revealed in H is
Word. We seek no shrunken religion. We seek no minimalist doctrine. We seek the fuln ess of what
the Lord has revealed to us. We stand
with J eremiah as the Lord spoke to
him : "Thus says the L ord, 'Stand in
the court of the Lord's house, and
speak to all the cities of Judah, who
have come to worship in the Lord 's
house, all the words that I have commanded you to speak to them. Do
not omit a word'" (Jeremiah 26:2).
The task that is committed to us is to
speak the whole counsel of God , all
th at God has revealed. For that reason we have a theological sem inary,
(0 study that Word and to grow in
that Word.
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Our growth is founded on and
rooted upon our commitment to the
Word and its inerrant authority. We
embrace the Word in the spirit ofJohn
Calvin who said: "A soul, therefore,
when deprived of the Word of God,
is given up unarmed to the devil for
destruction ."2 Our conviction is that
the Word must be our sword and our
defense. The Word is what we need
and that to which we are committed.
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dous to Westminster Seminary. We
Waugh, the British novelist, gave one
of the best definitions of theology I
need to remember that the
Westminster Assembly gave us not
know after his journey to Ethiopia to
only a Confession ofFaith as the sumthe coronation of the emperor Haile
mary of our doctrine, but the
Selassie. After observing the extreme
Westminster Assembly gave us also
mystery of the rituals of the Ethiopian Coptic Church, he rejoiced in a
catechisms to teach that faith. It gave
us a directory of worship to guide our
theology that makes clear what God's
meeting with God . It gave us a form
ways are. He wrote, "I saw theology
of government to help in the organias the science of simplification by
which nebulous and elusive ideas are
zation of the church, and it gave us a
Psalter to voice our praise to God. As
formalized and made intelligible and exact. "5 The "sciwe seek a comprehensive Calvinism,
ence of simplification" - how
we must be sure that we have not
"In all things Jesus Christ must be
shrunk it just to theology - however
seldom theology has been
centra/for the Christian."'
full our theology might be. We need
seen that way, but how true
not only a Reformed theology but also
that is. Theology should
make clear God's will and
a Reformed piety, a Reformed worship, a Reformed service in this world .
God's way as He has expressed them
John Calvin, commenting on
We must be renewed in the fulness of
in His Word. And we here at
Jeremiah 42:5,6, said, "If we desire
Westminster are committed to the full
a Reformed life flowing out of a Reto prove our fidelity to God, the only
theology of the confessions to which
formed theology . Our life must folway of acting is, to regard his Word
low a pattern of Bible study and
we have subscribed: the Westminster
as binding, whether it be agreeable or
prayer, of word and sacrament, of
othelWise, and never to murmur, as
Confession, the Belgic Confession, the
self-denial and active love, and, let
the ungodly do; for when God would
Westminster Larger and Shorter Catme say, of Sabbath and of Psalm. We
echisms, the Heidelberg Catechism, the
have a yoke laid on them, they comCanons ofDori. We accept these rich
have seen a great decline in Reformed
plain that his doctrine is too hard and
piety, in Reformed life, and I would
theological documents because we
burdensome. Away, then, with all
believe the Word of God is rich. We
suggest that decline is tied intimately
those things which can render God's
to our loss of Sabbath and of Psalm.
Word unacceptable to us, ifwe desire
accept these full theological docuToo many of us have lost a day of
to give sure proof of our fidelity." 3
ments because we believe the Scriprest and worship and study and reWe accept the Word of God in its
tures are full . It is on this great theoflection and have lost the Psalms
logical foundation that we take our
fulness. We are committed to it, both
which put steel in our souls. (You
stand. On this basis we believe that
where it is pleasing to us and where it
will have a chance to get that steel
our Seminary must go forward to edupinches us. Because of our sins and
back when we sing Psalm 68 later
cate those who would be ministers of
our ignorance we must have the Word
this evening, the great Psalm sung by
the Word.
of God to correct us. And that means
that we stand committed to a full BibNow some have said this approach
the Huguenots in the face of their
is too intellectualized. Some fear this
persecutors.) We need to recapture
lical theology .
means that only theologians have a
that fulness of Calvinistic experience
Some of us talked earlier today
as well as Calvinistic theology.
role in the church. Perhaps in the
about Dr. J. Gresham Machen's views
about Christian doctrine and its imtradition of our Reformed .-~_
portance. We remember the deep
churches, there has been
conviction of Dr. Machen that "Chris"We do not want to turn out
some danger of that. But it
tian life is the fruit of Christian docis not inherent in our tradireligious professionals... "
trine , not its root, and Christian expetion. We are not saying that
rience must be tested by the Bible,
theology is all there is to
not the Bible by Christian experiChristianity. But we are sayWe need the courage to be compreence."4 We are committed to this
ing that theology must shape life.
hensive in our Calvinism. We need
notion that the Word judges us; we
There must be life, but it must be
do not judge the Word . The Word
to avoid the danger of minimalism
shaped and directed by the Word of
directs us; we do not direct the Word.
and of shallowness that pervades
God .
Because of our commitment to the
Christianity today. As David Wells
Still, our Reformed heritage says
that we do have more than theology.
Word, we are committed to the nohas so powerfully put it in his new
We have also piety; we have wortion of the importance of theology.
book, No Place For Truth: "We laugh
ship; we have loving service to the
at those who think theology is imporWeare committed to the idea that
tant, and then are shocked to find in
Lord. All of these elements of Caltheology is a reflection on the Word
OUI midst the superficial and unbevinism also flow out of the teachings
and an effort on the part of human
lieving. "6 We need a comprehensive
of Scripture.
beings to summarize that Word. We
We celebrate this year the 350th
are convinced that theology is a use·
Calvinism, and that takes courage in
our time.
ful, necessary discipline for approprianniversary of the seating of the
Westminster Assembly, naturally preating the Scriptures for us. Evelyn

CONSISTENT CALVINISM
We need also a consistent Calvinism. We need Calvinism that grows
out of its own inherent genius, a Calvinism that shows a coherence in its
life, ministry and message. We need
Calvinism, therefore, that at every
point and in every way seeks to ask
how do we build organically on the
insights into Scripture that our forbearers have given us. As Calvinists,
we want to avoid a kind of eclecticism that goes through the religious
world gathering tidbits here and there
and in an artificial way tries to connect them to the Reformed heritage
that we have inherited. We want to
be consistent in our Calvinism. We
want every aspect of our lives, OllT
piety, our worship to flow out of those
Reformed convictions that we confess in our theology.
That consistency will not always
be easy to achieve. The consistent
answer will not always be obvious.
But that should be our goal, that
should be our determination· to al·
low the Scripture to guide us in all
areas oflife. It should guide our evan·
gelism; it should guide our church

planting; it should guide our worship.
evangelicalism. "9 May it not be so
John Calvin said ofworship, " ... there
with us. May we as an institution be
is nothing more perilous to our salvacommitted to a consistent Calvinism
tion than a preposterous and perverse
that recognizes. above all else, that
worship of God. '.'7 God calls upon
our calling is to educate those enus in every area of our life to ask how
trusted to us, to know the Word, to
we can live consistently for Him.
love the Word and to be able to teach.
We need to be consistent in our
communicate and preach the Word.
training of ministers. How
can we train ministers con"Many traditions have a lot ofzeal
sistent with our Calvinism?
Wells says that the dominant
and not much learning.
conception of what a minisBut
our:
besetting danger today is
ter must be in our time is
that he be one who has good
that we have great learning <
interpersonal skills, who has
and not much zeal. "
an open and affirming style,
who, in summary, is a good
Now, a good friend is a
We do not want an accommodating
friend.'
or eclectic Calvinism. We want a
precious thing. But a faithful minisconsistent Calvinism.
ter who preaches God's Word is better. Cenainly a faithful minister is
Now. in calling for a consistent Calwhat we need in the pulpit. Wells
vinism. we are not saying that there
warns us about contemporary, evanis nothing to learn from others. We
gelical ministry: "Office disappears
need to resist our all too present Rein profession, believing in doing,
formed tendencies to be smug and
self-satisfied. We need to listen to
thought in 'personality'. And so, once
again the wheel has come full circle.
brothers and sisters of other traditions.
The image of the pastor that domiWe need to weigh what they would
nated Protestant Liberalism has resay to us. We need clearly to recogturned to dominate Protesta nt
nize tbe reality of genuine Christian-
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Artist's renden'ng of Westminster in California s campus,
depicting classroom building (top center, presently under construction),
proposed chapel/lecture hall (front left),
and current classroom/library/office fad/ity (front n'ght).
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ity in other traditions that can speak
to us and can help us. But if we are
committed, as Westminster Seminary
is, to the fact that historic confessional
Calvinism is the fullest and most faith
ful form of Biblical teaching, then we
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member that Christ must be at the
center. Christ's atoning work on the
cross; Christ's glorious victory ~ver
sin and death in His resurrection;
Christ our great prophet, priest and
king; Christ our Lord through the
Christ
at the
Ho
ly isSpirit.
very heart and
center of our
life, of our piety, of our
faith, of our
study, of our
preaching.
And so, we
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Christocentric Calvinism will help
us to avoid the danger of a Reformed
sectarianism that would say we alone
are Christians; we alone have the
truth_ We need the courage then to
be Christocentric in our Calvinism.

C OMMITTED CALVINlSM
Fourthly, I would say that we need
a committed Calvinism. You notice
how Paul in Acts 20 talks about not
holding his own life dear but doing
all that he can to accomplish the
course (v. 29); how he came to them
in all lowliness of mind and with tears,
to communicate the grace of Cod (vs.
19); how he was content am~ng
the~;
how Paul lived a committed life
among his people. Perhaps of all the
not
dangers besetting us  the dang~r.
to have a comprehensive CalvlOlsm,
the danger not to have a consistent
Calvinism, the danger not to have a
Christocentric Calvinism  the greatest danger before us is that we might
not have a committed Calvinism.
That commitment was well expressed
in a statement of one of the founding
documents ofPrinceton and preserved
in the Westminster ByLaws: the
Seminary is committed "to develop
in those who shall aspire to the ministerial office, both that piety of heart
which is the fruit of the renewing and
sanctifying grace of God, and solid
learning, believing that zeal without
knowledge or knowledge without zeal
must ultimately prove injurious to the
Church .... " Many traditions have a
lot of zeal and not much learning.
But our besetting danger today is that
we have great learning and not much
zeal. Our great danger is that we

new ourselves in
tbat cen·
tral commitment
to Jesus
rrounded
Christ.
aculty offices are su
On this
.
nd geograp hy, fi
th a renowned clImate a d subtrOpIcal vegtanon
point I
Wt
by rroplca 1an
must plead as a church historian, the concern of John Calvin, that
ing from other
we restore the sacrament ofthe Lord's
traditions by that root of faith from
Supper to a more central place in our
which we seek to grow and to be sure
piety because the sacrament so basithat we are being consistent Calvincally draws us back to the very body
ists. We need courage then, to be
and blood of Christ where we have
consistent Calvinists.
our redemption. We need Christ at
the center of our theology, of our piety, of our worship, of our service.
C HRISTOCENTRIC
When we make Christ central, I
CALVINISM
believe it will help us in the other
Thirdly, I would say that we need
decisions we have to make about a
to be Christocentric Calvinists. Now
consistent Calvinism. When Christ
there will be some, no doubt, who
is at the center, priorities become
will think that this should have been
much dearer. We can distinguish
my first point and not my third. Such
more important and less
a contention could well be argued,
important doctrines
although I would say that in my nofrom one another. We
"T hat is Calvin's vision ofthe
tion of a comprehensive theology,
can distinguish doctrines
c c.ntr(l~ok
olt~
ministry,
Christ will be central. But I think a
more certain and less
Christocentric Calvinism must be unto be the tool by which God
certain. Above all else,
derscored because in all things Jesus
we will be filled with a
speaks to His people."
Christ must be central for the Chrishumility in the broader
tian. As Paul proclaimed in Ephesus
community of Christian
the whole counsel o f God, so he also
churches as we do seek
have become comfortable Calvinists,
especially taught repentance and faith
to learn from one another and as we
that life has become easy for us an d
(Acts 20:21). He especially taught
seek to live together in love with one
we are contented with that ease. Long
"the gospel of the grace of God" and
another, cooperating wherever posgone are the days when someone like
"the word of grace that builds up"
King Charles II could observ e:
sible with fellow Christians. Our goal
(Acts 20:24, 32). In that comprehenmust be Christocentric Calvinism that
"Presbyterianism is no religion for
sive and consistent Calvinism to
gentlemen. "10 Those Scottish Presgives us an intense sense of spiritua l
which we aspire we must always re
union with all of those who are truly
byterians of whom King Charl es
spoke were anything but gentlemen.
in Christ by faith.

They did not compromise for king or
noblemen. They were committed in
the spirit of John Knox of whom the
regent Morton said at his grave: "Here
lies one who never feared any flesh." ]l
Do we still exhibit an appropriate
lack of gentlemanliness, or have we

ever it is that the student needs in
ready to go anywhere, provided it be
order to become a religious profesfOIWard." l3
Do we have that commitment, do
siona1." 16 We do not want to tum
we have that zeal, do we have that
out religious professionals from
passion? If we do not have it in the
Westminster Seminary. We want to
church, then it must come in the first
tum out those who know the Scrip
place from ministers who are en
ture, who know the historic theologitrusted by God with a
cal heritage of Christianity and are
sacred office to lead, to
committed to teaching that in this
direct, to guide the con
world.
u . .. the Word judges us;
I am convinced that in rejecting the
gregation of God's
we do not judge the Word. "
people. John Calvin
idea of religious professionalism, we
spoke so eloqu ently
must all embrace the ideal of being
about the central role of
missionaries. We must be missionaries who may be working in a culture
the ministry, He wrote: " ... he (God)
fit in all too well? I was reading in
uses the ministry of men to declare
that we may not fully understand and
the New York Review of Books an aropenly his will to us by mouth, as a
that will surely not understand us,
ticle on religion in which Elizabeth
but with the commitment of mission
sort of delegated work, not by trans
Hardwick said: "The Calvinists, in
ferring to them his right and honor,
aries who are willing to leave even
the natural waning of the impractical
notions of Election and Predestinafamily and home to teach the Word
but only that through their mouths he
tion, are today a mild and reasonable
may do his own work just as a work
of God. We must be missionaries in
denomination , recessive in the manman uses a tool to do his work ... For
the spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ
ner of other traditional Protestant
who, as we read in John 6, sought to
neither the light or the heat of the
churches. "]2 Has it really come to
make disciples by turning away those
sun, nor food and drink, are so neces
sary to nourish and sustain the present
that? Are we just mild and recessive?
who would not hear the truth, and
I am afraid that it may have come to
life as the apostolic and pastoral of
preaching the theological truth of the
that. It may have come to what Wilfice is necessary to preserve the rF:
: :~
k~ingdOm;WthS:church on earth."]4 That is Calvin's
liam Butler Yates in his famous poem,
"The Second Coming," wrote:
vision of the central work of the
The best lack all conviction, while
ministry, to be the tool by which
the worst are full of passionate
God speaks to His people. If there
intensiry.
is no passion about such work in
Where is our passionate intensity,
the ministry, then how can there
assuming for the moment that we are
be among the people?
closer to being the best than the worst?
We especially in the seminary
Where is our zeal? Where is our
must be recommitted to the goal
of training not only comprehencommitment? Where is our conviction that the compre hensive, consissive and consiste nt an d
tent, Christocentric Calvinism that we
Christocenrric Calvinists but of
teach is in fact what the Word of God
training committed, passionate
Calvinists. Dr. Machen, i n
teaches and what the world needs?
Where is our passion? It has not died
Christianity and Liberalis m
out all together. We have examples
wrote: "Christian education is
in the twentieth century to inspire us.
the chief business of the hour
We have the zealous Calvinism of
for every earnest Christian
man. "IS We need Christian
Korea, one of the great missionary
successes of the twentieth century.
education. Dr. Machen said
We have the zealous Calvinism of
it starts in the family. It goes
the Tiv people in Nigeria where there
on tluough the schools, and
are more people in church every Sunit culminates in the seminary
day , by far, than there are members
so that ministers can teach
of the church because they so carethe people of God the truths
fully guard membership in the church.
of God. David Wells wrote,
When I think of commitment, I also
"Now, the great preponderthink of a great Scottish Presbyterian
ance of faculty, even in
Westminster's com .
missionary, Mary Slessor, who went
evangelical seminaries,
prOViding researc'. kZl mltment to
rtSlsfor ..
to a part of Nigeria early in this centhink little of theology,
that its 110 000 Z
minIStry asSUrf'~
h
,voumelzb
...,
tury. As a woman alone she jourwork little with it, and
S Own) remains a fi
rary (entrance
neyed into the jungle because the men
shrug off its importance in
reCent gift WI'l'
add another 12, o~
were afraid to go, and she went to the
their own field ... The uni
,/,.
to the superb
most dangerous of tribes to take the
- ____co : eCh :. o~n ~' _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fying center, therefore, is ~:-;,
gospel of Christ. She said, "I am
no longer theological truth, but what-
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turbing clarity until He whittled a
crowd of five thousand down to
twelve and said even to them, "Will
you also leave me?" How different is
that from the discipling work ofSimon
Magus (Acts 8) who used all the tricks
and splendor of the world to gather a
great crowd around him. But that
was all he gathered: a great crowd of
disciples for himself. How much bet·

"We must be renewed in the
fitlness o/a Reformed.lifoflomng
out of a Reformed theology. "
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ter to have a few disciples of Jesus
Christ than many disciples of this
world.
So, if we are to be committed Cal·
vinists, we need to be committed to
our heritage, to the Word of God's
truth , to "hold fast the confession of
our faith without wavering" (Hebrews
10:23), to heed the Word of God spoken through the prophet Jeremiah:
"Now, gird up your loins, and arise
and speak: to them all which I have
commanded you . Do not be dis·
mayed before them, lest I dismay you
before them" (Jeremiah 1:11). It is
not the world that we need to fear; it
is the Lord, if we are faithless.
We must learn to pray for that commitment. We have said so often that
our Korean brothers are such an example to us in prayer. We need fervent prayer as a foundation to our
commitment. Again , Jeremiah,
(29: I Iff): "For I know the plans that I
have for you, declares the Lord, plans
for welfare and not for calamity to
give you a future and a hope. Then,
you will call upon me and come and
pray to me, and I will listen to you.
And you will seek me and find me,
when you search for me with all your
heart." Are we wholehearted Calvinists? Do we singlemindedly seek
the Lord and His will and His blessing and His service?
Now, all of this is a big undertaking, especially, as a small and not too
significant seminary, to seek to develop comprehensive, consistent,
Christocentric, committed Calvinists.
But I thought of the words of Robert
Frost in the poem of his entitled "Reluctance." In the last stanza, he
writes,
Ah, when to the heart of man

Was it ever less than a treason
To go with the drift of things,
To yield with a grace to reason,
And bow and accept the end
of a love and a season?17
Are we traitors to our cause, ac·
cepting the end of a love and a sea·
son? Or, do we go on, faithful to the
Lord, trusting in Him, in His good
timing, in His good purposes?
Ninetyfive years ago, Abraham Kuyper came to America to
give the Stone Lectures at
Princeton Theological Seminary.
The last lecture was entitled, "The
Future of Calvinism." Kuyper
did not speak as a prophet, but
he spoke to encourage God's people
to think about the future. He thought
the future ofChristianity was in Asia.
(He was not such a bad prophet, perhaps!) But he said, at the end of that
lecture on Calvinism and the future:
And ifyou retort, halfmockingly,
am I really naive enough to expect from certain Calvinisticstudiesa reversal in the Christian world
view, then be the following my
answer: The quickening of life
does not come from men: it is the
prerogative of God, and it is due
to His sovere ign will alone,
whether or not the tide of religious life rise high in one century
and run to a low ebb in the next ..
Unless God send forth His Spirit,
there will be no tum, and fearfully
rapid will be the descent of the
waters. Butdoyourememberthe
Aeolian Harp, which men were
wont to place outside their encasement, that the breeze might
wake its music into life. Until the
wind blew, the harp remained si-

lent, while, again even though the
wind arose, if the harp did not lie
in readiness, a rustling of the
breeze might be heard, but not a
single note of ethereal music delighted the ear. Now, let Calvinism be nothing but such in an
Aeolian Harp,  absolutely pow·
erless, as it is, without the quickening Spirit ofGod still we feel it
our Godgiven duty to keep our
harp, its strings tuned aright, ready
in the window of God's Holy
Zion, awaiting the breath of the
Spirit. IS
Our responsibility is not to produce
great success in our own strength. Our
responsibility is to be faithful and
thereby to be instruments that God
may use just as He will. Our great
concern should not be our success or
our will, but our great concern should
be God's will and God's success. And
as Calvinists, our confidence will be
that God will accomplish His purpose. He will not be thwarted. And
we can go forward in the marvelous
words of Jonathan as he went out
almost singlehanded against the army
of Philistines: "Perhaps the Lord will
act in our behalf. Nothing can hinder
the Lord from saving, whether by
many or by few" (I Samuel 14:6).
Perhaps the Lord will act for us, but
we know that the Lord will save according to His good purpose whether
by many or by few. May we as a
Seminary embrace the whole counsel
of God and in embracing it, become
courageous Calvinists for a new century. May God bless us by His Spirit
to that great end as we seek Him with
all our hearts.
Thank you very much.
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An Open Letter
to tbe Leaders
in tbe ClfC
Thomas and Laurie Vanden Heuvel
Greetings in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
We are deeply grateful to God for
leading our Synod 1994 to take a
strong Biblical stand on women in
office.
This puts many of you in a very
difficult position. Many of you are
members of churches which have previously defied the synodical stand and
have o rdained women as elders.
Many ofyou are members ofchurches
in Classis Grand Rapids East which
has now decided to defy the 1994
synodical decision.
What are you going to do about it?
The editor of The Banner has made
his decision. He will fight the decision on the pages of the church's periodical. We seriously question the fairness of this. Is it right to oppose the
stand of the church that hired him?
Wouldn't it be more honorable for
him to resign?
What about professors at Calvin
Theological Seminary? Many of them
have voiced their opposition to the
stand of synod. What kind of representatives of the denomination are
they going to be in the classroom as
they prepare young men for the ministry in the CRe?
The attempt to change Article 3 of
the Church Order has been defeated .
Article 3 stands. Will the future
preachers coming from Calvin Seminary be an army at war with the
church? Will a young man who opposes women in office, in accord with
the official stand of the CRC, be recommended for candidacy by the faculty? Or will the faculty and the Board
of Trustees repeat their attempts to
prevent a young man, opposed to
women in office for Biblical reasons,
from entering the CRC ministry, as
they did at Synod 19947 What must
happen when the seminary and the
church are on a collisio n course?
Many of the professors are members
of churches which have defied the
synod. OUf thanks goes to those who
uphold the synodical stand .

What about Calvin College? How
many professors oppose the stand of
the synod? How many w ill bring their
disagreements to their students this
year?
Not only are the educational institutions dominated by rebellious employees, but many of the agencies of
the denomination are as well.
Earlier this year, the Board ofTrustees of the CRCNAsent out a letter to
all members regarding people they regarded as troublesome . Are they going to address a letter to Classis Grand
Rapids East which has broken covenant with the denomination? Are
they going to rebuke the classis? Are
they going to suggest that unless the
classis reverses its action, it will jeopardize its seat at Synod 1995?
The situation in the CRCNA is very
serious. The integrity of the denomination is in trouble. The CRCNA is a
confessional church committed to the
Word of God and to the forms of
unity. Our unity is based on an honest commitment to this foundation.
When there is open rebellion by a
classis in which there are IS churches,
many ofwhom hold the memberships
of a large number of college and seminary professors and denominational
employees, something has to happen
to prevent the denomination from disintegration. What has to happen is
ecclesiastical discipline.
We send this open letter to all concerned, with the prayer that the Lord
may lead you to self analysis and reversal. It is our prayer that we as a
church body, a fellowship of believers, may resolve to submit to the will
of the Lord which was done at the
Synod of 1994.
Yours for the sake of the Lord we
love and the church He purchased
with His own precious blood .
Thomas and Laude Vanden Heuvel,
Coeditors
The Outlook
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Dark"ers VI. Ligbt
(A response to Genius: The Life and Sdence
of Richard Feynman by James Gelick)
Peter De long
Time magazine last December, extravagantly praised the new biography of the world's most prominent
scientist who produced its reigning
theory of quanrum electrodynamics.
Plunging into 438 pages of text gave
som e grounds for the Library Journal
to characterize it as: "One of the most
touching, affecting and important
works of scientific biography in the
last 30 years." The masterfully researched and told story seems even
more illuminating in different ways
than its author or subject realized.

THE AGE OF
NUCLEAR SCIENCE
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Driven by the pressures of the continuing World War II , the US built a
vast industry including whole new cities and massive plants in an unprecedented scientific gambl!! to produce
a weapon that no one could be sure
would work. Finally, in a desert in
eastern New Mexico, the tensely
watched experiment produced the
spectacular explosion that brought the
long war to a speedy end. The elated
scientists, who had been in the center
of the drama and were hailed as its
heroes, now were frightened by the
new, unpredictable, baffiing world of
nuclear weapons. In that nuclear research, none soon became more conspicuous than Richard Feynman. Too
hastily labeled by Freeman Dyson on
a frrst encounter, "halfgenius and half
buffoon," and eventually acknowledged by Oppenheimer, head of the
project, as its " most brilliant young
physicist," Feynman's story sheds a
fascinating light on these and subsequent revolutionary developments.
Getting reliable infonnation about
them has been unusually complicated

by the facts that (1) those who know
what they are talking about are restrained from revealing much that is
still "classified" material, while (2)
news peop le, seeking sensational
copy, readily spread extreme, irresponsible, scary claims of others often driven less by substantial scientific developments than by their own
erratic social and political agendas.
Our daughter's and son-in-law's long
and deep involvement in the research
and lives ofthe nuclear physicists have
given Albuquerque and Lo ~ Alamos
a special interest to us. Some inquiries for dependable infonnation first
pointed to Freeman Dyson and then
to Feynman as especially promising
sources . In the March, 1985 Outlook I
reviewed two of D yson's books in an
article entitled, "In Search of Facts
about Defense." Now, 9 years later,
the Feynman biography proved
equally revealing.

THE LIFE OF THE LEADER

Britannica which he " d evo ured ,"
sharpened that interest. Early boyish
experiments with chemicals, a crystal
radio set and vacuum tubes intrigued
him and led him into repairing radios; later he was repairing computers. (His curiosity also drove him to
learn bow to pick locks.) With high
grades in math and science but less
interest in other areas of study, he got
into Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a top institution with a rather
similar emphasis. There his work led
him into the developing and baffling
research on the nature ofmaner. This
pursuit next moved him into the very
different "quaint ceremonious village"
of Princeton (New Jersey) as teaching assistant to Professor Wheeler, a
leader in the expanding field of particle physics. A deepening friendship
with popular Arline Greenbaum, a
family acquaintance from earlier
years, was troubled by anxieties about
her mystifying intennittent illness.
That turned out to be TB, for which
an effective antibiotic treatment had
not yet been developed . The country
was moving rapidly toward involvement in the war. That spurred an urgent movement among top physicists
to investigate the possibilities of developing a new bomb using uranium.
As soon as Richard obtained his Ph.
D. degree, he and Arline married
(against the detennined opposition of
especially his m other), a lthough
Arline was spending much of her time
in hospitals. Princeton's scientific
equipment and its scientists, caught
up in the war's upheavals, were pres-

Richard was born in
19 18 in Far Rockaway,
"... it was not certainty but
"frame houses and brick
apartment blocks on a
freedom from certainty that
spit of beach floating off
empowered people to .
Long Island 's so uth
shore," at the outer edge
make judgments about
of the Queens borough
right and wrong... "
of New York City. The
Jewish family, like the
neighbors, had to struggle for a livently moving to a distant mountain
ing. Hi s Russia-born fath er, an
in northern New Mexico. There ,
avowed atheist, like most ofthe rather
makeshift housing and laboratory
liberal Jewish neighbors, prized learnbuildings were being hastily thrown
ing though lacking much Connal eduup in raw wilderness on a remote
cation. Richard early showed an in7,000 foot high mesa on the rim of an
satiable curiosity about especially the
old volcano. That became the best
physical universe. An Encyclopedia

physics center in the world Los
Alamos , a well·kept secre t . The
Feynmans moved by train Richard
to the mountain lab, Arline to a sani·
tarium 100 miles south at Albuquer·
que . Brash, impe tuous F eynman
found himse lf work ing und er
Cornell's fam ous nuclear physicist,
H ans Bethe, sometimes interrupting
the startled German professor with,
"You 're crazy" and "That 's nuts."
Yet, Bethe was seeking such a critic
"who would find flaws before an idea
went too fa r." Colleagues bega n to
say, "If Feyrunan says it three times,
it's right" (pp. 165·9). Bethe, contrary
to usual practice, made the upstart a
group leader. The quick, unconven·
tional and brilliant Feynman found
himself getting on more and more
committees. H e (in his first airplane
ride) was sent to the massive Oak
Ridge, Tennessee plant to make a
safety check. There, in the inspections,
he was shocked to see piles of pro·
cessed uranium collecting with little
thought of any danger. He had to
warn of the threatening spontaneous
explosio n that would destroy the
whole enterprise. Thus " responsibil·
ity caught up with him . H e had to
grow up fast" (p.200).
Despite the intensifying pressures
of the job, Feynman 's weekend trips
to Albuquerque made him an excep·
tion to most of the isolated lab soci·
ety. (His and his wife's additional let·
ters used code to tease and vex the
military censors.) In the intermittent
character ofArline's illness, the young
couple had cheered themselves with
hopes a nd dreams of her improve·
ment and of a brighter future. By the
third springtime at Los Alamos,
stresses on the job were tightening
and Arline was wasting away down
to a mere 84 pounds. On June 16,
1945, Richard was called to Albu·
querque from the job, to find his wife
dying. After a hasty cremation, he
immediately returned to work, but
was ordered home for a rest. Exactly
one month later (July 16) he returned
to New M exico just in time to wit·
ness the crucial test of the years of
massive efforts, the world 's first
nuclear explosion (p.154).
For the jubilant and relieved scien·
tists, elation at their success gave way

to somber reflections. Their appar·
"believed ... in an independence of
ently successful "theory gave wrong
moral belief from a ny particular
results. And not merely wrongthey
th eory of the machinery of 'the
universe ... that it was not certainty but
were senseless ... The Europeans who
had invented quantum physics had
freedom from certainty that empow·
ered people to make judgments about
tried everything they could imagine
right and wrong ... " (p .373). Notice,
to shore up the theory, without suc·
cess. How were these men to know
however, what became of the autono-anything? " (PA). In this new and baf·
mous "morality" (in which only the
individual made his own laws). After
fling field Feynman was called a "ge·
the heartbreaking shock of losing bis
nius," taking "center stage .. .for forty
years, dominating the science of the
young and idolized wife, "he dated
postwar eraforty years that
turned the study of matter
and energy down an unex·
n . .. it (physical science)forces its
pectedly dark and spectral
.
method on all the sciences... "
road" (p.8). Oppenheimer already in November of 1945
told the Los Alamos physi·
undergradua tes, paid prostitutes in
cists that concepts with which the
people were working "correspond
whorehouses ... beat bar girls at their
only faintly to things in the real world,
own gam e, and slept with the young
like the shadows of ghosts ... and we
wives of several of his friends among
know that our models fail to meet the
the physics graduate students," argu·
ing "that he was using women as they
reality" (p.210). In trying to get some
sense oftheir problem, at the risk of
sought to use him. Love seemed
oversimplifying, we note that the el·
mostly a myth-a species of seU-de·
lusion , or rationalization ... What he
ementary question about what light
had felt with Arline he seemed to have
is continues to baffie physicists. The
two theories, (1) that it consists of
placed on a sheU out of the way" (p.
287)! Later a marriage of two deter·
moving "particles" and (2) that it consists of "waves" in an unknown somemined and too often clashing person·
alities ended after 4 years in divorce.
thing else, both seem to explain parts
of the evidence, yet they appear conFinally, he hired a younger English
girl whom he met in Europe to come
tradictory and, in dealing with ever
smaller "particles" of matter, the be·
and work as his housekeeper, and in
1960 he married her. They had a son
havior of these become unpredictable!
and adopted a daughter, establishing
The reporter on a high level confer·
a stable family. He took a keen inter·
ence summed it up: "Qua ntum mechanics is the never·never land of sci·
est in the education of the children .
ence, a world in which matter and
energy become confus ed and where
all the verities of day·to·day life be·
HEROIC PROTEST
come meaningless ... " (p.233).

A

AMORAL COLLAPSE
Feynman was reared in a liberal
Jewish family with traditions of or·
der a nd hard work. "For children,
life in such neighborhoods brought a
rare childhood combination of free·
dom and moral rigor. It seemed to
Feynman that morali ty was made
easy. He was allowed to surrender to
a natural inclination to be honest. It
was the downhill course" (pp. 23,24).
H e, like his father , an a th eis t ,

When the C hallenger shuttle ex·
ploded January 28, 1986, Feynman
was asked to serve on the committee
to investigate the disaster. Although
now suffering from a second rare form
of cancer, he went to extraordinary
lengths (0 consult with scientists, en·
gineers and suppliers to ferret out what
had really happened. The chairman
and almost the whole of the commit·
tee were determined to shield the massive enterprise, with its many supporters and interested employees and
contractors, from criticism. Despite
the annoya nce of th e cha irman ,
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Feynman pressed his questions. Asking for a glass of ice water, he showed
the panel how the rubber of the 37foot-long seals became brittle and useless at the 32-degree temperature of
that morning launch (pp.414-428).
Despite his spectacular, televised expose of criminal carelessness, the
committee's report shielded the
agency and relegated Feynman's findings to an appendix! The wasteful,
overblown, deeply flawed, scientifically unproductive, but firmly entrenched and politically supported
project continued on its wasteful way,
and Feynman returned home to die.

DEATH
That death carne on February IS,
1988. The last page ofthe story quotes
him: " .. .1 can live with doubt and
uncertainty and not knowing. I think
it's much more interesting to live not
knowing than to have answers which
might be wrong. I have approximate
answers and possible beliefs and different degrees of certainty about different things, but I'm not absolutely
sure of anything and there are many
things I don't know anything about,
such as whether it means anything to
ask why we 're here ... I don't have to
know the answer. I don't feel frightened by not knowing things, by being
lost in a mysterious universe without
any purpose, which is the way it really is as far as I can tell. It doesn't
frighten me. " After a pause-"I'd hate
to die twice. Its so boring" (p. 438) .

truth and falsehood. And, perhaps
roost significantly, it can give no one
any hope for the future. "Complete
bankruptcy, moral and spiritual , is the
end of the modem world-view," confirming Paul's word "that he who is
without God and without Christ is
also without hope in the world."
As we approach the end of this century, one is struck by the way it has,
almost to the letter, realized the prediction of Bavinck. And one could
hardly find an example that more dramatically exemplifies this development than this extraordinary biography of the century's leading quantum
physicist, Richard Feynman (19181988). His single-minded detennination to understand everything in the
physical world, drove him to his large
measure of popular success in his cho-

OUR "QUANTUM" CENTURY

At the beginning of this century,
the famous Dutch theologian,
Herman Bavinck in a November,
1901 Methodist Review (writing on
"Creation or Development"-summarized in
May, 1988 Outlook), ob"Complete bankruptcy, moml
served that in the past
and
spin'tual, is the end ofthe
theologians had been
justly accused ofusurping
modern worldview, , , "
all of the sciences. "But
no science has ever done
sen field. At the same time, after the
this more entirely than physical scitragedy of his young wife's death, his
ence in the present day ... it forces its
grossly immoral behavior made him
method upon all the sciences, and
all too typical of the moral breakdown
considers the mechanical interpretathat is rapidly destroying all levels of
tion the only one that is warranted to
our society, that of leading scientists
the claim of being scientific." Thus,
as well as all others. Despite his moral
led by physicists, "man has underfailures, in scientific matters Feynman
taken the gigantic effort of interpretcould be extraordinarily consciening the whole world, and all things
tious-just as many in such fields may
that are therein, in their origin, esbe. Think of his heroic effort, though
sence and end, what is called purely
dying, to get to the bottom of the
and strictly scientifically, that is withChallenger cover-up! Though he had
out God ...only and alone from an
set out to try to understand the uniimmanent self-development." Lookverse, and was hailed as the world's
ing ahead, he predicted the failure
top quantum physicist , he disapand disappearance of all efforts to
pointed his followers and colleagues
compromise with this atheistic, allwhom he had led in the effort to find
inclusive, totalitarian movement of
in their field the "grand unified
these "leaders in the twentieth centheory " that would explain everytury, " who have determined to clear
thing. Feynman himself refused to
out "whatever of the old Christian
concede that they were anywhere near
world-view consciously or unconsuccess, insisting, "There isn't any
sciously still remains in our laws and
theory today ... that we know is
morals, in our education and civilizaright. .. " (p.434-S). He died facing failtion." He cited the lack of evidence
ure-in every way.
for this aU-inclu sive theory, and
No Christian should be surprised
showed how it relativized and deat this. God's Word begins, "In the
stroyed aU morals, for, "from this
begUtning God created the heavens
viewpoint there is no difference of
and the earth." "Then God said, 'Let
good and evil, of right and wrong, of
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of Christ's church are called to "contend for the faith once

delivered to the saints" (Jude 3) by addressing the challenges to the faith
that arise in each generation. The board and faculty of Westminster
Seminary in California confess our faith in the Sovereign God who
has revealed himselfinhiscreation,
in Christ the incarnate Word, and in

eS fl'm 0 nv

Scripture the Word of God written. Our understanding of God 's
self-revelation is summarized in the Reformed confessions: the
Westminster Confession and Catechisms, the Heidelberg Catechism,
the Belgic Confession, and the Canons of Dort. In our time, as in
the past, biblical faith faces particular challenges. RecogniZi vn
that faithfulness to Christ entails our readiness to speak his
truth specifically at those points in which it is under attack
in our day, we offer to the church this statement of our
understanding of the Scriptures' teaching regarding
issues now causing controversy among the people of
God. The board and faculty of Westminster
Theological Seminary in California have unanimously

ur
,
lme

adopted this testimony.
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Concerning the
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inerranc!I of Scripture

-
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we believe:

1 THAT THE SCRIPTURE is the very Word of God written. Since God can neither
lie, be mistaken, nor change, his Word cannot contain error. Therefore, Scripture is
inerrant.

z

THAT SCRIPTURE'S AUTHORITY extends to all that it actually teaches. The

careful study of Scripture will sometimes require us to correct our traditional views
of what it says. But once the actual teachings of Scripture are ascertained, they bind
our consciences, our theories, and

OUf

behavior. They take precedence over any

rival claims to knowledge.

Goo's SPECIAL REVELATION IN THE BIBLE is compatible in every
3 THAT
respect with his general revelation in nature. Human interpretations of general
revelation, however, must submit to the authoriry of special revelation.

4
5

THAT SCRIPTURE'S PRIMARY SUBJECT is the message of redemption from

sin through Jesus Christ. But all Scripture's subject matter is God's Word and always true. When Scripture speaks to matters of history, science, ethics, or anything
else, it is true and authoritative, and it governs our thinking in these areas.
THAT THE INFALLIBILITY OF SCRIPTURE necessarily implies the inerrancy

of Scripture.

Concerning the

interpretation of Scripture

we believe:

1 THAT SINCE THE SCRIPTURE IS THE WORD OF Goo, it is a unity and
cannot contradict itself.

z

THAT THE MEANING OF SCRIPTURE must be learned through the faithful

and accurate interpretation of the text of Scripture. The meaning of Scripture is not
established by tradition, by appeals to continuing revelation, or by the decisions of
church councils.

IN THE PROCESS OF INTERPRETATION, understanding the original
3 THAT
intent of the human author, the literary character of specific texts, the need to

compare one text with another, the role of specific texts in the progressive unfolding of revelation, and the Christcentered dimension of all Scripture are essential.

4

THAT INTERPRETERS OF SCRIPTURE must seek to recognize and overcome

their own limitations of ignorance and sin. They need the illumination of the Holy
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Spirit for their work. Faithful interpreters always seek to stand under the Word of
God, not over it.

5

THAT THOROUGH STUDY of the original languages of Scripture and of ancient

and modern cultures, as well as careful selfexamination joined to humble faith and
prayer, are the best preparation for the scholarly study of Scripture.

6

THAT A SCHOLARLY STUDY OF THE BIBLE does not and must not undermine

the perspicuity of Scripture. The truths necessary for salvation are so clearly expressed in
Scripture that both learned and unlearned readers may and should understand them.

Concerning

1

Genesis 1 3

we believe:

THAT THE BOOK OF GENESIS was written by Moses under the inspiration of

the Holy Spirit and in all its parts is an accurate, historical presentation.

2

1

teaches that God created everything out of nothing and that
he created it good. The meaning of "day" in Genesis 1 has been debated in the
church at least since the days of Augustine. The literary form of the passage in its
relation to other Scriptures is important for its interpretation. Responsible Reformed theologians have differed as to whether Genesis 1 teaches a young earth or
allows for an old earth. While one of these interpretations must be mistaken, we
believe that either position can be held by faithful Reformed people.

THAT GENESIS

GOD created the first man, Adam, from the dust of the ground and the first
3 THAT
woman, Eve, from that man. The first man was a unique creation of God, not de-

scending from any previously existing creature. All human beings are descended
from these first parents.

Concerning the

1

we believe:

THAT MEN AND WOMEN equally bear the image of God and are to serve him

with all their gifts according to his specific callings to them.

2

THAT FROM CREATION men were given authority and ultimate leadership in

3

THAT CHRIST, as he makes clear in his Word, does nOt call women to the

the family and in the covenant community.
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amhoritatIve offices of teaching elder (minister) and ruling elder in the church and
therefore the church may not ordain them to these offices.

4

THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS given to men and women in
Christ is not selffulfillment but service to others, to the end that God receives all the
glory.

Concerning

Abortion

we believe:

1 THAT THE UNBORN CHILD from conception is a human being in the image of God.

2 THAT ABORTION as practiced today is a scandal and a grievous sin.
LAWS TO PROTECT THE RIGHT TO LIFE OF THE UNBORN are
3 THAT
needed in our land and throughom the world.

4

THAT THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY must teach and exemplify biblically responsible sexuality and reproduction and must provide support services for pregnant
women to facilitate the choice of a live birth.

Concerning

}folllosexualitv

we believe:

1 THAT HOMOSEXUAL DESIRES AND ACTIONS are a result of the Fall and are sinful.
2

THAT HOMOSEXUALS who give in to these desires and actions or who argue
their legitimacy, like all sinners, must be clearly called to faith and repentance. The
unrepentant must be disciplined by the church. Those who practice or advocate
homosexualiry as a legitimate lifestyle must not be ordained to ecclesiastical office.

CHRISTIANS must provide loving support and care for those struggling
3 THAT
against homosexual temptations, encouraging them to seek forgiveness and grace to
overcome their temptations.

4
5

THAT CHRISTIANS must support all moral efforts to stop the spread of AIDS
and must offer all possible comfort and spiritual help to those dying of AIDS.
THAT THE CHURCH acts contrary to love for God and neighbor when it declares
morally neutral anything which God has declared sinful.

W
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there be light; and there was light.'"
And to this day no man, not even the
most clever physicist in the world,
knows what it is or how He did it!
This book is an extraordinary testi·
mony of a top physicist, and atheist,
to that fact! ("Who has known the
mind of the Lord that he may instruct
Him?" I Cor. 2: 16; Isa . 40: 13). In this
lost and hopeless world God has given
us His revelation. He "so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever believes in Him
should not perish but have everlasting life." "He who believes in the Son
has everlasting life; and he who does
not believe the Son shall not see life,
but the wrath of God abides on him"
(John 3:16,36). The path of the believer in Him is "like the shining sun,
that shines ever brighter unto the perfect day," but that of the unbeliever,
persisting in the revolt against Him,
is "like darkness; they do not know
what makes them stumble" (Prov.
4:18,19). Those are the two alternatives, for us and everyone else.
Rev. De Jong, former editor ofThe Outlook, retiredfrom the ministry in the Chn's[ian Rrformed Church. His membership
now resides in the Dutton Independent
Reformed Church.
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the teaching. :.
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.
As Chri!)tian·, parents we must verbally teach our children the Scrit~
_
tures. We can do this at regular specific times of family \yorship. But
we must also reinforce this teaching in_the day 'by day situatiop.s and
problems which arise. If there is cheating· applt, the Scripttires; if
quarreling  apply the_Scriptures; if sadness ~ aply
the scrIptures; if
disobedience  apply the Sc.riptures; jf success and joy  apply the
Scriptures. There is no area of life to. which:.the Scriptures do not
speak.
,. . "
,.'
But parental example must parallel ,the training. The. old adage
says, "Childrep will do what you do ro~
quickly than they will do
what you say." How t(Ue th.at is! Godly training inust-beaCfompa,
nied QY godly conduct. ,.,To callSe a "little one to stumble" brings :
judgment to the doer af'!,d disaster t9 the child.
Grandmother Lois speaks briefly but pOiptedly from the page~
of
Scripture, telling us that there is no more iroB0rtant task on this ear th
than the training of our children. May her reward be:9urs:

.•,·.\··\• ·Speechtitlesandspeakers are:

Laurie Vanden Heuvel

"The Westmin~

Shorter Catechism"
 Douglas F. Kelly

"The Westminster Larger Cate:chism"
 W lWMt.Godfrey
'-'The .Pr.eerninence of Christ"
 Joel. Nederhood,
.'
.
('The Directory of Public Worship"
 /anH Murray
.

"ThePreachiog of the Assembly"
' Robert M. Nom·s
"The Influence of Westminster"

" '= JayE:,Uam, ' '.0 :::0:",1::::'''':1",

"The Sovereignty ofGod"
 James M Boice .

"Dramatic Readings of Letters"

"The Men and the Parties of the AsseIDbly"
 Will S. &d",
I'The Form of Church G9vemment"
 John R. deWitt
"The Seating and Work of the Assembly"
 Samuel T. Logan, Jr.
I'The Westminster Confession of Faith
and Holy Scripture"
 Wayne R. Spear

"The Application of Redemption"
 Eric J Alexander

 Alaster H. 9ray

Order from:
Sound Word Associates
P.O. Box 203S
Mall Station
Michigan City, IN 46360
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Rilli"g tbem SoFtly
witb His So"g
Cal Thomas
The decision by a Michigan jury to
acquit Dr. Jack Kevorkian of a criminal charge that he helped a 30-yearold man kill himself erases an important line between life and death that
will not easily be redrawn.
The jury ignored Michigan 's law
banning assisted suicide and played a
semantical game when it concluded
there is a difference between assisted
suicide and easing a person's suffering. Kevorkian's lawyer correctly as.
serted that the verdict "drives a stake
into the heart" of the Michigan law.
As with abortion - whose most
vigorous proponents argued that the
procedure be allowed because a small
number of 12-year-olds were being
impregnated by stepfathers - euthanasia is being introduced to America
at the extremes. Who would not feel
compassion for a terminally ill person with no prospect of recovery who
wants to avoid pain and suffering and
take control of his death?
But that was not the issue in the
Kevorkian triaL It is one thing, legaUy and morally, to ask that no extraordinary means be taken to prolong a life. It is quite another to ask
som eone to belp end that life.
The Michigan case is the beginning,
not the end, of this debate. Kevorkian
plans to convene a committee of medical professionals to draft guidelines
for the practice of physician-assisted
suicide in Michigan. He will pressure
the American Medical Association
and the Michigan Medical Society to
"step back and not intimidate " other
doctors he claims want to join his
cause.
Other states can be expected to test
such laws. An assisted-suicide suit was
ftJed in federal court in Seattle last
Ja nuary. The plaintiffs include three
patients suffering from AIDS, cancer
and pulmonary disease, four physi-

cians who seek to help them end their
lives and a group known as Compassion in Dying. Its executive director,
Unitarian minister Ralph Mero says,
"This is the first case nationally that
raises the fundam ental, constitutional
issue of a patient's right to choose to
die."
Plaintiffs in the Seattle case claim a
14th Amendment "equal protection"
right to die, the same right claimed
by those who successfully argued for
the right of a woman to tenninate her
pregnancy and kill her child. Washington voters rejected a euthanasia
initiative in 1991 by a 54-46 percent
margin. If the plaintiffs win this case,
it could go to the US Supre~
e Court.
The renewed push for euthanasia
parallels the debate over national
health care. It has serious implications for the sick and the dying.
In her new book, Your Doctor Is Not
In , Jane M. Orient, M.D. , executive
director of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, notes
that while eutha nasia proponents
claim to be interested only in voluntary suicide, should the pressures of
health rationing increase (as they
surely will) , an economic fonnula
could soon be u sed to detennine
whose life is worth preserving and
whose is not.
In the Netherlands, Orient notes,
of the 128,000 persons who die each
year, betwe en 5,000 and 10 ,000
people are euthanized. "The ratio of
involuntary to voluntary euthanasia
is about 2.5 to I , and it is not known
how many Dutch patients carry a card
saying, 'Please do not euthanize me.'"
"Freedom of choice " was the rallying cry for abortion. Now, as fewer
doctors perfonn them , the American
Public Health Association has passed
a resolution stating that residency programs in obstetrics should be "re-

quired" to include training in abortions.
Imagine the money that could be
saved if " unwanted, unproductive"
people who are going to die anyway
(AIen't we all?) received "assistance"
and even encouragement to begin
their adventure with death a little earlier than might have been expected.
As Orient writes: "Instead of buying rice or potatoes or other nutrients, at a cost of at least $100 per
year, we could buy condoms for teenagers, asphalt for roads and salary
increases for public schoolteachers ...
why sho uld society forgo useful
projects in order to provide medical
care to those who (don't) want to live
- or to the useless , or even to the
unwanted?"
Yesterday 's unthinkable s are
today's thinkables. Euthanasia, as
abortion , is now thinkable, because
human life has been devalued. It now
has worth only when it is strong and
able to produce wealth (or not drain
w ealth from the rest of us). Like
beauty, life is now in the eye of the
beholder. We are becoming our own
God, with power over life and death.
In human hands, such power could
become a type of holocaust It has
before.
UJs Angeles Times Syndicate
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Tbe Holo,aust and Abortion
Elsie IIPeter" Palmer
The question is often asked regarding the Holocaust in Nazi Germany:
"How was it possible that othelWise
upstanding Germans could have allowed such a thing to happen?" How
could they knowingly have let thousands, even millions of the Jewish
people be shipped off to concentration camps for gassing and cremation? Didn't they know what was happening? Or didn't they want to know?
Or did they know, but refuse to acknowledge it? One elderly man tells
of how they used to hear the cries of
the Jews coming from the train that
chugged past their little church every
Sunday morning. Knowing there was
nothing they could do to help (Or
was there?), they would just sing their
hymns louder to drown out the cries.
Many others must have smelled the
stench from the crematoria. Still others must have had family members
on duty at the camps. Did they really
not know what was going on?
Or did they not want to know?
I believe a similar thing is happening in our country today. Does the
general public - and especially the
media- not know what goes on inside abortion clinics? Or do they not
want to know? For if they knew, they
might feel morally constrained to
change their attitudes and their actions. So they adopt all kinds of means
to avert their gaze.
One way is by means of language.
At first, the unborn baby's personhood
was denied by calling it a "glob of
tissue" or "the product of conception." Then gradually, as science progressed and the moving baby appeared as a shadowy image on the
sonogram, it was called a "fetus" - a
perfectly legitimate scientific term, but
one which, for the ordinary person,
dehumanizes it. The Nazis too, found
that if they called the Jews "garbage"

or "a plague," they could more easily
exterminate them. And in our preCivil War days, blacks were called
"property ," not persons, so they could
more easily be bought and sold.
Another way is to focus on the
"rights" ofthe woman, to the exclusion of
the rights of her unborn baby. T he
woman, it is said , has the right of
privacy and the right to choose, without a determination of exactly what
is being chosen. There is no inherent
virtue in choice itself. In cases ofrape,
theft, or murder for example, the
criminal's right to choose is not elevated above the nature of his choice.
But somehow, in the case of abortion, it is. Not wishing to see the results of a woman's choice, the media,
the politicians, the women themselves
and the general public focus only on
the sacrosanct "right to choose. " Their
gaze is averted.
A third way to distract attention
from what goes on inside the abortion clinic is to concentrate on whatgoes
on outside. The media frequently show
protesters being dragged away to jail
by the police. Much attention is given
to the "harassment" of women going
into the clinics, or to doctors whose
homes are being picketed, orto RleO
and FACE bills. But seldom if ever,
is the question asked why these people
are sacrificing their time and energy
and risking bodily hann, jail terms
and fines in order to protest. Seldom
are they asked, or seldom is it reported, what is going on inside the
clinic that makes them so upset and
determined.
So what does go on inside the clinics? Most abortions are performed in
th e first trimester of pregnancy
(though many are not). But even at
that early stage, the baby's heart is
already beating and its brain waves
can be measured. (Don't we determine whether a person at the other

We talk about h~manrigts
In WQtds harsh and wild.
The most violated rights
Are the rights ofa child.
With all the alwrtions
very bad news.
fn ike flS we kiledmor.ba~s
Than Hitler killed Jews.
That~

. We have animal righ~
But may we neverforget,
That the life ofa child is worth more
Than Ihelife ofa pet.
We are much more cOncerned about children
In someforeign land,
Than aur own dear children.
Ida,l't quite undmi'md.
Tempers mayfiare
And abortions may mount.

But we as a na.tion

Mmr g{Ve an .account.
Just open the Bibl'
And there you will set
Jesus loves litilechildren.
He said, "Just bnng them to me, "
We must repent ofour sins,
. Change the way that we live.
Then Cod up in heaven
Will surely forgive.
Richard Voortman

end of the spectrum is dead or alive
by these two standards?) At about
eleven weeks the baby is only about
three inches long but is a perfectly
identifiable little human being. At this
stage the abortion is done by a
vacuum machine about nineteen
times more powerful than a household one. The tiny baby is simply
pulverized and sucked out through a
tube into a jar by this machine. During later abortions, when the bones
and skull are too hard to be vacu-
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umed out, the baby is usually tom
limb from limb , and the skull is
crushed in order to get it out. The
pieces then have to be reassembled so
that the doctor can be sure that "he
got it alL " Deathly violence is done
to the baby. And violence is done to
the woman as well. Especially with
young girls, the forcing open of the
cervix (the "neck" of the womb) can
permanently damage it. Sometimes
the womb itself is perforated, with
severe bemorrhaging or infection, and
even death, as possible results. These
and other form s of harm often have
longterm consequences, including
making it more difficult or impossible
to bear a wanted child later (not to
mention the frequent psychological
and emotional effects that may occur
immediately or only surface years
later).
Alllcinds of violence appear on our
TV and movie screens, from reallife
siaugbterings in Rwanda and Bosnia
to fictitious murders and sadism. But
rarely if ever, is the violence of abor·
tion publicized  violence which QC·
curs 4,000 times a day, day after day.
As with the Holocaust, their gaze is
averted. They do not know. Or is it
that they do not wish to know?

Mrs. Palmer is the wife of the late Dr.
Edwin Palmer, executive director of the
NIV translation ofthe Bible.
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No ~om
on the
Denominational Plane
-~eviltd
Cornelis P. Venema
Several years ago I wrote an article
for the MidAmerica Messengerentitled,
"No Room on the Denominational
Plane" (7/9, August, 1989). The article commented on the decision of
Synod ] 989 of the Christian Refonned Church not to include Mid·
America Refonned Seminary on the
denominational list of approved
causes for offerings in the churches.
Since I was unable to take the denominational plane for return flight
home after the meetings of the synod,
I used this incident as a kind of metaphor for synod's decision not to approve MidAmerica's request for inclusion on the list ofapproved causes.
My memory of this incident was
jolted recently when the Seminary received a letter from the new editor of

1. 1994
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The Banner, the denominational magazine of the Christian Reformed
Church. In this letter the editor infonned us that he had "decided to
discontinue running advertisements
for your institution" because he was
"concerned that running them will
not serve to promote the unity of the
Christian Refonned Church, or advance the church's mission in the
world."
Though we ordinarily refrain from
commenting on denominational developments in the MidAmerica Messenger, we believe it is necessary to
report this , iffor no other reason than
to provide our supporters the reason
why there may be no fwther advertising on our part in The Banner. Since
we often are asked why we do not
use The Banner more often to run advertisements, our friends should be
aware that it may now be because the
pages of The Banner have been closed
to us.
However, there is a more impor·
tant reason for commenting on this
action of the editor. It permits the
opportunity to make several observa·
tions about the way the work of Mid·
America Reformed Seminary is often
improperly criticized or seriously misunderstood.

..u .. ".~

...·.n.· u ....,. " ..... n.

One of the odd features of The Banner editor's letter, refusing to place
MidAmerica advertisements, is the
way it inappropn'ately charges the faculty staff and stud ents of Mid America with unspecified offenses
that allegedly are detrimental to the
unity of the eRe and hannful to the
church's mission in the world.
These charges are inappropriate for
a number of reasons. No attempt, of
which I am aware, has been made by
the editor to speak to any member of
1

the faculty, staff or student body to
ascertain the truth regarding our work
or to communicate his concerns.
Even were the truth of his charges
against us conceded (and I do not
concede them for a moment!), the
editor, who claims to be a brother in
the Lord and a colleague in the ordained ministry, has ignored the clear
requirements ofMatthew J8 and the obligations ofthe ninth commandment(see
Lord's Day 43 of the Heidelberg Catechism).

It is ironic that the editor, out of
professed interest in the unity of the
CRC, would ignore the admonition
of Synod 1971 (reaffumed by Synod
1991 ): "Consistories and individuals
[are reminded1 to refrain from acting
on rumor or circulated reports in an
official way without first inquiring
whether the persons circulating such
reports have themselves directly presented their grievances to the allegedly offending persons or institutions
and sought redress through proper
ecclesiastical channels."
In short, the decision of the editor
of The Banner exhibits little regard
for fair play or proper procedure. The
refusal to run advertisements for MidAmerica seems strangely at odds with
his professed interest in the unity of
the CRC or the advancement of the
mission of Christ's church in the
world today.
(Incidentally, I find it rather striking that the same publication that
reports without editorial comment a
Cree Indi an praying to "Mother
Earth" in public worship [Jan. 24,
1994] and a church' s holding a "Super Bowl event" in lieu of public worship on the Lord 's Day [Feb. 28,
1994], will not run a paid advertisement for Mid-America Reformed
Seminary. Particularly when this
kind of reporting is defended by noting that The Banner is not necessarily
endorsing the news it reports [Mar.
7, 1994], the refusal to place our advertisement is perplexing!)
Promoting unity in the eRe
However, far more serious than the
lack of fair play exhibited in the
editor's letter is his strange view ofthe
unity ofthe CRe.
In the history of the Refonned
churches in general, and the Christian Reformed church in particular,
the unity of the church has always

been understood to be a unity ofconfessio n. That which binds our churches
together is their common confession
of the truth of God's Word, summarized in the "Three Forms of Unity. "
For this reason, all office-bearers solemnly promise before God and His
church to preserve the unity of tbe
churches by maintaining the Confessions and defending the truth against
error. Their single most important contribution to the church's unity is precisely
such promotion and defense o/the church's
common confession. By contrast, thesingle
greatest hindrance to the church's unity is
the failure ofoffice-bearers to promote and
defend the Confessions.
Now, no one who has observed the
recent history ofthe CRC would deny
that it is a badly divided and increasingly polarized denomination. But
why is that the case? Is it because, as
some would suggest, thae is some
sinister conspiracy on the part of denominational critics to disrupt the
unity of an otherwise united denomination?
I think not. The cause is not difficult to pinpoint: we are no longer
agreed about our confession of the
truth of God's Word or, to express it
in the tenns some prefer, our common understanding of the truth of
God's Word .
Because I know flrsthand that MidAmerica Reformed Seminary vigorously maintains and defends the historic Confessions of the CRC , I plead
innocent on its behalf to the charge of
causing division in the denomination.
I can say without reservation that the
facu lty, staff and student body ,
whether Christian Reformed in denominational affiliation or not, are
wholeheartedly committed to the preservation of this unity.
Thus, the only unity worth maintaining and defending is a unity ofconfession
out of loyalty to Chn'st and His Word.
That's what the Belgic Confession, to
which all office-bearers in the CRC
subscribe, means when it says that
the "truth is above aU ... therefore we
reject with all our hearts whatsoever
does not agree with this infallible rule"
(Article 7).
The mission of the church

Perhaps the most distressing feature of the editor's letter is his closing
comment regarding the mission of
Christ's church in the world.

This comment is most distressing
not only because it is obviously false
but also because it destructively impugns the training provided by MidAmerica Reformed Seminary and the
commitment of aU her staff and students to serve the Lord Jesus Christ
and His church. No more insensitive
and unkind allegation could possibly
be made against all who labor at this
school to prepare and be prepared for
the ministry of the gospel of the kingdom in the church of Jesus Christ
today.
Though it is difficult to answer this
kind of idle and destructive comment,
I would only ask the editor and others w ho would echo his charge that
they take the trouble to acquaint themselves with th e ministry of MidAmerica and her students. Visit our
campus. Attend classes with the students. Join them in our seasons of
public assembly, meditation upon the
Word of God and prayer in our chapels. Speak with our students, representing Christian Reformed, Presbyterian Church of America , Reformed
Baptist and Independent Reformed
churches. Then, if there is any evidence ofa lack of love for our Savior,
a flagging of zeal for His precious
Word, and indifference to our glorious heritage in the Refonned Confessions, or an unwillingness to serve
the church of Christ-show us speciflcally where we have fallen short
and how we can make amends.
M eanwhile, we will continue to go
on with the work to which the Lord
has called us, trusting in His provision and waiting upon His mercy. I
am reminded in this connection of
some lovely words of John Calvin in
a letter to Monsieur de Falais, a member of the Reform ed chu rch in
Strasbourg: " [L)et us employ ourselves in his service, laboring without
growing weary or losing courage , until he call us away into that blessed
rest where we have contentment in
himself, delighting ourselves in the
labors we shall have undergone, receiving then the recompense of reward which shall be there revealed to
us." So be it!

Repn·ntedfrom the Mid-Amen'ca Messenger, March, 1994.
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I want to thank Classis Wisconsin for
seriously looking into the views of Dr. H.
Bouma III concerning abortion. I am grateful that a classis has communicated its disagreement with Dr. Bouma to the Calvin
Board of Trustees. Perhaps a letter from an
entire classis will be more effective than
letters from a single church. I also want to
make clear that this response is not to
Classis Wisconsin but to the individuals
who signed the above letter.
Apparently, Dr. Bouma told you that his
presentation to the South Olive CRC congregation was virtually identical to his presentation at Classis Wisconsin. That may
well be. However, after Dr. Bouma made
his presentation , there w as a forty-five
minute question and answer period at South
Olive. I'm certain there was one at Classis
Wisconsin too. Were the two question and
answer periods also "virtually identical"?
That would be more than amazing! Did
anyone at Classis Wisconsin ask Dr. Bouma
if he thought abortion was ever murder?
And if so, did he answer. like he did at the
South Olive meeting: "No." If only the
South Olive meeting had been taped, we
could see how "virtually identical" the meetings, held six months apart. were. U nfortunately, Dr. Bouma told South Olive he
would not meet them if they recorded the
meeting.
As for the accuracy of my "subjective
characterization" of Dr. Bouma's position:
the quotes I cited in my article came from a
letter sent to the Board of Trustees by the
Rev. Dan Brouwer, Sam Winkel, Rev. Xay Xay Yang, Chaw Her, Rev. Peter C.
South Olive Christianity and Current
Kelder, David Hamson, Rev. Roger Gelwicks, Harold Mulder, Rev. limy Meyer,
Events Committee shortly after Dr. Bouma
David Katsma, Rev. Adrian Dieleman, Mark BUleyn, Rev. Anson Veenstra, Bob
spoke to the congregation. The local Board
Derksen, Donald L. Hughes, Don Hendrikse, Rev. Steven J. A]sum, Rev. Edward
of Trustees representative was also given a
Laarman, Rev. Ralph Mueller, Rev. John Bylsma, Scot K Konings (delegates to
statement infonning the Board that all the
Classis Wisconsin)
quotes and statements regarding Dr.
Bouma were, if not word for word, in
essence what he said at our meeting . Accusing me of misrepresenting Dr. Bouma and questioning the "fairness and truth" of my report, is to accuse not only me
of violating the ninth commandment, but also the entire Council of the South Olive Christian Reformed Church, every
member of South Olive's Christianity and Current Events Committee, and a host of other people, all of whom signed the
letter the Board of Trustees member was given. That's a serious charge! Especially when they were all at the meeting.
How many of the above signed names were at the September 15 meeting in Holland, Michigan? Zero! How can you with
a clear conscience accuse over forty people of misrepresenting Dr. Bouma when none of you w ere even there!
Finally. the point of my original article in The Outlook was to explain that people are not leaving the Christian
Refonned church because of hearsay, rumors or false accusations leveled at the denomination. We are leaving because
'<t
we have done the research and found out exactly what the truth is! It is pitiful that even when the research is done we are
still not believed. It is more pitiful when those in agreement with one another fight against each other rather than fighting
O~
the problem itself.
It is my hope and prayer that those who remain within the Christian Refonned Church can work together to correct the
00::
LLJ
;::::'cn problems they see rather than fight with one another over the depth of the problem.

In response to Classis Wisconsin's communication with the Board of
Trustees of Calvin College last September, Or. Hessel Bowna III presented
his pOsition on abortion to Classis Wisconsin on March J, 1994. After
meeting with Dr. Bouma for approximately two hours, ' the majority 'o f the
delegates still have substantial disagreement with Dr. Bouma's views. Accordingly, Classis Wisconsin again on March 1 officially communicated its
concerns to the Calvin College Board of Trustees.
Although some very difficult questions must be raised about Dr. Bouma 's
views on abortion, Rev. Oord's article raises different issl,les, such as fairness
and truth. While it is not our intention here to endorse Dr. Bouma's actual
it~ . As ~elgats
whQ
position, we believe Rev. Oord has seriously disto~e
have 'also' heard Or. BoUma fiist'hand, we challenge the accuracy of Rev.
Oord's SUbjective characterizations of Dr. Bouma's position.
For example, Rev. Oord says that Dr. Bouma "blatantly promoted abortion" and that the termination of the fetus is "totally acceptable" to him.
However, much of what we heard him say can be summarized as follows:
While the vast majority ofabortions are morally wrong; in so~
particularly difficult
circumstances abortion may be the lesser oftwo evils. It seems to us that Rev. Oord
has twisted Dr. Bouma's position into something he himself would not
recognize as his own.
We must be fair to a Christian brother, and adequately ·careful to maintain
the truth. There can be no doubt that James 4: 11-12 and Lord's Day 43 of the
Heidelberg Catechism are just as applicable to us as any other teachings of the
Bible or our confessions.
We would also like to report that our experience in arranging to meet with
Dr. Bouma was very different from that reported by Rev. Oord. Following
our Classis' communication with the Board last spring, the Board offered to
have Dr. Bouma come and speak to us. There was no cost to Classis for the
considerable time and expense ft took for Dr. Bouma to come to Milwaukee
to speak to us. We have found both the Board and Dr. Bouma to be more
than cooperative.
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Rev. W. H. Oord served as the pastor ofthe South Olive Christian Reformed Church until May 1994 when he accepted a call to the
Faith Independent Reformed Church ofBorculo, Michigan.

In traditional treatments of the
Bible's teaching regarding the future,
it has been customary to distinguish
between "individual eschatology"
and "general eschatology. " The
former addresses the kind of topics
with which we have been preoccupied in several preceding articles,
such as physical death, immortality
and the state of man between death
and the resurrection of the body. The
latter addresses more directly the
Bible's teaching about the "end
times" or the future. Within the orbit of general eschatology, we consider such topics as the expectation
of Christ's return or second advent,
the "signs of the times," the millennium, the resurrection of the body,
the final judgment and the final state.
To introduce the subject ofgeneral
eschatology, I would like to begin by
focusing upon the biblical teaching
regarding the return of Christ. This

is the great centerpiece of biblical hope
All of
the other subjects that will demand
our attention are like so many points
on the circumference of a circle, each
related in its own way to what lies at
the center. Whether the topic be the
nature or timing of the millennium,
the "signs of the times" which alert
the believer to the certainty and prospect of Christ's return , the resurrection of the body, the final judgment,
or the fmal state, each finds its focus
and meaning in relation to this great
and impending event which consummates and closes the present epoch
in the history of redemption.
It is only fitting, then, that we orient ourselves to the broad subject of
"general eschatology" by beginning
with a survey of the Bible 's teaching
regarding Christ's return. Though
the subject of general eschatology is
a vast and difficult portion of biblical
and expectation for the future.

you eagerly wait for our Lord Jesus
Christ to be revealed. He will keep
you strong to the end, so that you
will be blameless on the day of our
Lord Jesus Christ." Here the apostle
parallels the revelation ofJesus Christ
with what he terms the "end" or the
"day of our Lord Jesus Christ." In a
striking passage in 2 Thessalonians
1:7 we read that the suffering and
militant church will be granted "rest
.. . when the Lord Jesus is revealed
from heaven in blazing fue with His
powerful angels"! This language of
Christ's return as a kind of revelation
of the glory and majesty of His person is also found in similar passages
in which the people of God are encouraged to continue steadfast in the
faith in the hope of the day of Christ's
coming (compare I Pet. 1:5,13; 4: 13;
5: I ; 2 Thess. 2:3,6,8).

terrain to cover, the event that binds
together all the aspects of biblical expectation for the future is the certainty
of Christ's return at the end of the
age.

THREE COMMON TERMS
Perhaps the best way to grasp what
is basic to the biblical understanding
of Christ's return is to note that there
are three common terms employed in
the New Testament to describe its
nature. Though some have attempted
to make too much of the difference
between these terms, even arguing
that they refer to different stages in the
return of Christ, it is evident that they
all refer to the same event. 1 These
terms are: "revelation" (apokalupsis),
"appearance" (epiphaneia), and "coming" (parousia). Though
it is impossible to cite all
of the instances in the
New Testament in
which these terms are
employed to describe
Christ's
coming
again, the pervasiveness of the theme of
Christ's return should be
readily evident from the
following sampling.

Appearance (epiphaneia)

In language which belongs to the
same arena of discourse as that of
"revelation," the coming again of
Christ is also termed an appearing (the
word used is one from which we get
the word "epiphany"). Christ's coming will mean that He will be visibly
seen and manifest before all men
whom He comes to judge in righteousness and truth. Christ Himself,
in Matthew 24:30, speaks of how " the

lIiance of Reformed Churches

Revelation (apokalupsis)
The term revelation,
w hich literaUy means the
"removal of a veil," disclosing an object otherwise concealed from
view, is often used in the
New Testament to describe Christ's return. In
I Corinthians I :78, the
apostle Paul writes,
"Therefore you do not
lack any spiritual gift as

will hold its
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,
sign of the Son of Man [which] will
appear in the sky, and the nations of
the earth will mourn. They will see
the Son of Man coming on the clouds
of the sky, with power and great
glory." When the apostle Paul encourages Timothy to obedience, he
does so with a view to the "appearing
of our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Tim.
6: 14). In 2 Thessalonians 2:8 the description of the "man of lawlessness"
concludes with the confident declaration that the Lord Jesus will destroy
him "by the appearance of His com-

ing." Frequently, references to the
"appearing" o f the Lord Jesus are
used to encourage believers to remain
faithful to the end (compare 2 Tim.
4:8; Tit. 2:13; 1 P et. 5:4; Col. 3:4;
I John 2:28; 3:2), or to warn of the
judgment that awaits the unbelieving
when He comes (2 Tim. 4:1).
Coming (parousia)
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The third term, "coming," is of the
three terms the most technical. Used
in pre-Christian literature to describe
the formal visitation of an emperor,
king, or person of prominence, it is
often used in the New Testament to
designate the great event anticipated
by believers, when Christ the King
returns to judge the living and the
dead and to complete His work of
bringing all things into subjection to
the Father.
This language of Christ's retum as
His "coming" is used several times in
Matthew 24, in Christ's discourse
given in response to the disciple' s
question, "And what will be the sign
of your com ing and of the end of the
age?" (v. 3; cf. vv. 27,37,39). It is
also frequently found in the epistles
of the apostle Paul. In I Corinthians
15, the "coming" of Christ coincides
with the believer's participation in the
resurrection harvest, ofwhich Christ's
resurrection was the "fust fruits" (v.
23). The coming of Christ serves to
heighten the exhortation to faithfulness and blamelessness on the part of
His people, who are encouraged to
be prepared for His coming (compare
1 Thess. 2:19; 5:23; James 5:7,8; 1 John
2:28). Like the earlier references to
Christ's "revelation" or "appearing,"
the language of His "coming" is also
used to warn those who will be liable
to judgment and condemnation (2
Thess. 2:8; 2 Pet. 3:12). Other passages employ this language in a highly

technical and generalized sense, as a
kind of short-hand designation of the
great event of Christ's return (compare
1 Thess. 4:15; 2 Thess. 2: 1; 2 Pet. 1: 16;
3:4).
In addition to these and other passages which speak ofthe "revelation,"
"appearing," or "coming" of the Lord
Jesus Christ, there are others which
employ less common, though alternative, designations ofthe same event.
It is sometimes simply called "the
end" (e.g.: Matt. 24:6, 14; 1 Cor. 1:8;
2 Cor. l :13-14; 15:24). Elsewhere it
is described as "the end of the ages"
(Matt. 13 :39,40,49; 24:3; 28:20). In
several passages, "the day" is used as
a kind of technical phrase with various modifiers, such as "the day of
judgment" (1 Cor. 3: 13; 2 Pet. 2:9),
"the day of the Lord" (1 Cor. 5:5),
"the day of God" (2 Pet . 3: 12), and
"that day" (Luke 10:12).

SOME PRELIMINARY
CONCLUSIONS
Even though we have only provided
a sampling of the biblical passages
which speak, alternatively, of Christ's
return as a "revelation," an "appearing," or a "coming," these instances
provide a basis for drawing some preliminary conclusions about the nature and character of this event. In
future articles, we will consider in
greater depth some of the dimensions
of each of these conclusions. However, for the purpose of an introduction to general eschatology, the following points should be observed.
Each of these points is clearly disclosed in 2 Thessalonians I :6· 10, a
passage which will serve us as a kind
of specimen of biblical teaching regarding Christ's return:
For after all it is only just for God
to repay with atlliction those who
afflict you , and to give relief to
you who are affli cted and to us as
well when the Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven with His
mighty angels in fl aming flre , dealing out retribution to those who
do not know God and to those
who do notobey the gospel ofour
Lord Jesus. And these will pay
the penalty ofeternal destruction,
away from the presence of the
Lord and from the glory o f His
power, when he comes to be glorified in His saints on that day,

and to be marveled at among all
who have believed- for our testimony to you was believed.
First, the return of Christ will be an
event, at the close of the present age,
in which the present splendor, honor
and authority that belong to the risen
and ascended Lord will be visibly, personally and publicly displayed in His being revealed from heaven. The return
of Christ is, accordingly, not first of
all an event that promises relief and
comfort to the beleaguered people of
God in this world. It means first of
all the revelation ofthe tn·umph and consummation ofthe reign ofthe mediatorial
King, the Lord Jesus Christ, who already from heaven by His Spirit and
Word is bringing all things into subjection to Himself(1 Cor. 15:25-28).
Th e outstanding and unifying
thread in the biblical tenns commonly
employed to describe this event is this
idea of the revelation and disclosure of
Christ's Person and work, in all the
glory and power conferred upon Him
at His ascension to the Father's right
hand. What is presently only known
to believers through faith will thereupon become sight: that God has
given Christ a name which is above
every name, crowning Him with glory
and honor at His right hand, and entrusting to Him the authority to govero all history in the interest of H is
church-gathering work. At Christ's
return His present mediatorial reign
will be concluded and a public demonstration will be given of His glory
and dominion. W hat is presently concealed (and known only to faith on the
basis of the Word of God) will then
be revealed! Both those who love the
Lord and long for His appearing and
those who are His enemies, indeed
even those who pierced Him, will see
Him in all of His splendor and authority in that day (compare Acts 1: 11;
Rev. 1:1).
For this reason, it is a profound
deviation from biblical teaching to
detract in any way from the truth that
Christ's return will be personal and
visible, that it will be a real occurrence marking the end of the present
epoch of history. Thus, the so-called
"fu ndamentalists" were right in the
early decades of the twentieth century, when they insisted that the
bodily and literal return of Christ from
heaven was afondamental doctrine of
the Christian faith. They correctly
discerned, for example, when a large
number of liberal Presbyterian ministers signed the"Auburn Affirmation
in 1923, declaring that the visible,
II

bodily return of C hr ist is only a
" theory" and not an essential component of biblical expectation, that one
of the cardinal doctn'nes ofthe Christian
faith was imperiled! 2
Second, to use an expression from

Titus 2: 13, the rerum of Christ is the
blessed hope of the church of Jesus
Christ and every true child of God,
The children of God are people who
can be defined as those who are "looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of the glory of our great God
and Savior, Christ Jesus,"
It is inte resting to notice how the
revelation of Christ is described in
2 Thessalonians 1:7 as a revelation
from heaven. This reminds us that the
hope of every Christian ultimately
liesnot in some political program
or party, not in some new strategy for
world evangelization, not in some denominational structure or institution,
not in some economic system , not in
some "war to end all wars," not in
some educational program or psychology, not in the power of modem technology, butonly in the Lord who will
come bringingfol/ redemptionfrom heaven
to earth! That's why the Heidelberg
Catechism, when it describes the com-

fort of Christ's return to "judge the
living and the dead," speaks of the
believer as one who "with uplifted
head" looks for the coming ofRis Savior from heaven.
Perhaps this is the reason there is
so little talk about or expectation of
the return of Christ in many contemporary churches. In these churches,
there is often a kind of triumphalism
that says, "We will bring in the kingdom of God in history by dint of our
own efforts." Or there is often present
a kind of horizontalism which says,
"We will build and expand the kingdom through feeding and clothing the
poor, advocating social justice, and
fighting oppression." Seldom is there
present a humble awareness of the
church's powerlessness to bring about
the kingdom of God on earth , an
awareness which compels believers
to look for their King to come from
heave n to destroy His and His
people's enemies and to take "all His
chosen ones to Himself into heavenly
joy and glory." Admittedly, the expectation of Christ's return from
heaven could give birth to an otherworldly piety and passivity in the face
of this world's ills. Nevertheless, from
a biblical perspective the return ofChrist
must always be the great and ultimate
focus of the believer's hope for the full establishment ofthe kingdom of God.

Third, the biblical descriptions of
Christ's return often undergird urgent
exhortations to constant wakefulness and
eager expectation. Believers who might

be tempted to despair under the
weight of persecution a re encouraged
by the prospect of Christ's return,
when He will grant them "relier' from
their present distress and victory over
their (because they are Christ's) enemies. Other believers who might be
tempted to apostatize or lag in their
zeal for the cause of the gospel, are
also warned to live a life worthily of
their calling, recognizing that C hrist
will come to judge the living and the
dead and to deal with every man according to what he has done in the
body (2 Cor. 5: 10). These frequ ent
exhortations, buttressed by the certain prospect of Christ's return , strike
a fine balance between words of encouragement in the midst of present
distress and words of warning in the
context of the temptation to lose hope
or fall away. They stress the truth
that the Christian life is always framed
between the ascension of Christ on
the one hand, and His coming again
on the other hand (Acts I: II).
Fourth , the promise of Christ's return , which brings such encouragement to the believing child of Cod, is
invariably understood to be a ftaiful
prospect for the wicked. When the
apostle Paul writes to encourage the
church in Thessalonica with the promise of Christ's revelation from heaven,
he describes the returning Christ as
coming with "His mighty angels in
flaming fLre, dealing out retribution
to those who do not know Cod and
to those who do not obey the gospel
of our Lord Jesus, " 3 There is something aweinspiring and terrible about
the return of Christ in tenns of its
consequences for the impenitent and
unbelieving. As the apostle John describes it in Revelatio n 1:7, "Behold,
He is coming with the clouds, and
every eye will see Him, even those
who pierced Him ; and all the tribes
of the earth will mourn over Him. "
The consequences of the Lord's return for the wicked are such as to
lend great urgency to the preaching
of the gospel and the call to faith and
repentance.
Admittedly, anyone of these features of the biblical understanding of
Christ's return and its implications
could be further elaborated. These,
however, are the main emphases
found in the biblical texts. Many of
them will surface more directly as we

travel through the biblical terrain relating to C hrist's rerum a nd the subject ofgeneral eschatology. They provide us at least an initial glimpse of
the great future of C hrist, when He
comes again to judge the living and
the dead. And they provoke the inescapable question : are we eagerly
awaiting His coming, or does the prospect of H is return fill us with a sense
of foreboding? For every child of
God, they should provoke the prayer,
"Co me , Lord Jes u s, yes, co me
quickly! "

FOOTNOTES
I.

In a subsequent article, I will consider the
view of C hrist's re turn in "dispensationaiism." Dispensationalism commonly
distinguishes between Christ's "parousia,"
which occurs at the time ofthe "raptUre" of
believers and prior to the period oftribulation . and Christ's "revelation" or "appearing," which occurs after the tribulation and
before the establishment of the millennial
kingdom. Though this view is not our primary interest he re, it rests upon the unwarranted idea that these terms describe differe nt events, or at least diffe rent stages (separated by seven years!) of one event.
2. ThiS$OCalled "Auburn Affinnation," which
takes its name from Auburn, New York, the
place of its origin, was a response to the
action ofthe 1923 General Assembly ofthe
Presbyterian Church (northern), declaring
five doctrines to be essential doctrines ofthe
Christian faith. These doctrines were: the
infallibility of the Bible, the virgin binh of
Jesus Christ. Christ's substitutionary atonement on the cross, Christ's bodily resurrection and His mighty miracles. The Auburn
Affirmationists declared the insistence upon
the "literal troth " of these doctrines to be a
fundamentalistanempttoimposeuponQl:hers their particular "theories" regarding
them. With the socalled "fundamentalists." however, we must insist that the Bible
teaches as reality, or "fact," the bodily and
glorious rerum of Christ at the end of the
age.
3, Careful reflection upon this teltt suggests
that those who have difficulty with the "imprecatory" Psalms. that is, the Psalms in
which the believer prays for God's judgment to fall upon his and the Lord's enemies, cannot escape their difficulty by fleeing to the Ne w Testament. The biblical
descriptions ofChrist's rerum and its consequences for the wicked indicate that any
believer who longs for Christ's appearing,
also /hertby s«ks the owrthrow and condemnation of the un~lievg
ond wicked In this
respect, there is noescape from the imprecatory Psalms by seeking refuge in the New
Testament.

Dr. Cornelis P. Venema, editor of Ihis
department, teaches Doctrinal Studies at
Mid-America R efonned Seminary in Orange City, lA.
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surrender to the Head of the church,
Jesus Christ, represented by the elders who shepherd/pastor the people
of God. It is these men who will hold
each member accountable in faith and
life; and God will in tum hold each of
them accountable for that responsibility (Heb. 13: 17). This is the Biblical way!
Principle #2: Membership is in the local
church, not a denomination.

It's been on your elder's meeting

agenda before. "So and So requests
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we send their papers to such and such
a church." Or, "I move we accept the
papers of Mr. and Mrs. Whatshisname. Seconded. All in favor say
'Aye'."
Do we really send and receive "papers"? To be sure, we have Conns
that we use to "transfer" members,
and those forms are printed on paper. But those forms do not apply in
all cases. In the denomination in
which the church I serve holds membership, the transfer forms apply only
to certain church fellowships. (VIe
used to call them "sister churches."
Now we're fancy and call them
"churches in ecclesiastical fellowship." Same difference.)
If membership is a matter of"hoJding papers," what are we to do with
those stubborn members who demand to have their papers "sent to
my home"? I know one fellow so
angry that a church bought NIV pew
Bibles instead of the KJV that he demanded to " have his papers sent to
him at home." He didn't want to be
affiliated with such a church. So he
removed affiliation from all churches!
If you haven't had problems with
these things yet, hang on . You will
Such is the nature of our age, as the
independentistic,
baby bomers~th
what 's-in-it-for-me generation-rises
to leadership. This age doesn't "join"
things. It "grazes" from one pasture
to another, enjoying the benefits of
all, without commitment to any. (If
you wish to study this phenomenon
further, I suggest you consult anyone
of a number of works by the Barna
Research Group, or study Habits of
the Heart , the extraordinary sociological study of "Individualism and
Commitment in American Society,"
by Robert Bellah.) We in Dallas know
this phenomenon well: fully 30% of

our active and participatory "members" are not members! We are working with them, toward the goal of
committed membership. At the same
time, we do not make formal membership a prerequisite for involvement.
Allow me to suggest a couple of
very basic and foundational principles
about church membership to guide
you in your local church discussion
and practice on these matters. I do
this without denominational prejudice: I know that Reformed readers
from a wide diversity of fellowships
read these pages . My concern is that
we be Biblical, and that we develop
the ability to articulate very clearly
our understanding of the importance
of membership to the rising generation of people who do not accept traditional practices without explanation.

BmLICAL PRINCIPLES
OF MEMBERSIllP
Principle #1: The Scriptural idea ofmembership is that the individual/family upresses willing submission to the spiritual
authority ofthe local eldership (lIeb. 13:7,17,'
if. Ads 20'28Jl).

Please look up those passages. Not
only does the Acts 20:28ff passage
tell you a great deal about what elders are to be for the church, but the
Heb. 13 verses tell you a great deal
about what and how the members
are to think about their elders. The
point is simple: when someone becomes a member, he acknowledges
that Christ's authority over him is real,
that it encompasses both the content
of his faith (doctrine) and the living
of his life (practice), and that the authority of Christ is visible and is entrusted to the men we call the elders
of the local church. To belong is to

Sounds simplistic to some; sounds
like heresy to others. Let me explain.
No matter where I belong, if I leave
to attend another church, even if it is
within the same denominational federation, I must "request a transfer" to
that church. It may be perfunctory,
but it is necessary. Its importance is
understood in light of the above. As
you read this, you are not under the
care of the elders in Dallas. If you
choose to move here (Please do! We
need more gifted and committed folks
to accomplish our Biblically driven
goals!), you will not automatically be
a member of this church, even if you
have been a member of another CRC.
Let me say it simply: members belong to local churches ; local churches
can , and often do, belong to denominations.
Principle #3: Transferring membuship
means requesting releasefrom the care ofthe
elders of one church, and Willingly placing
oneself under the care of the eldership of
another church.
It is not "papers" that transfer; it is
people. It is not a secretarial matter;
it is a pastoral one. It is not superficial and unnecessary; it is profoundly
significant for both church and individual to recognize the way in which
Christ cares for and governs His
people. Churches must take seriously
the commitment they make when they
receive members. They must also take
seriously the duty to "release" people
wisely, pastorally, and in such a way
that the new body of elders understands the unique requilements there
may be for pastoral care of the individuals.

Principle #4: Membership involves dodrinal commitment.

IT 1 choose to submit myself to the
care of the elders of a Baptist church,
I ought to expect to be pastored according to their confession and prac-

tice, and challenged and rebuked if I
chafe under their teaching. Likewise,
if I place myself under the care of a
body of Refonned elders, I must expect them to pastor me in accordance
with their understanding of Scripture
and their commibnents to their creeds.
Principle #5: Membership is a visible testimony ofcommitment.
By that I mean, in light of Eph.
4:11-12 and I Cor. 12 (among other
passages) each believer is called to
commit his/her gifts and talents to
the service of the Lord. Membership
in the local church is the visible pledge
to use your gifts, to pray for, encourage, rebuke. forgive ... and all the other
"one another" command s of the
Bible, and to do all this among this
specific community of believers! I am
part of this body of Jesus Christ, and
pledge to function within it.

SOWHAT1
Having suggested the above, I have
one task yet , and that is to explain
what all this mea ns for you in your
churches. I've already hinted at it in
several points. Take membership very
seriously. D o not relegate transfers
to that point in your agenda known
as "correspondence," to be handled
with all the passion of "received for
information. " Make all membership
decisions pastoral ones.
Ask each person who requests
membership (no matter where
they have come from! ) to meet
with your elders for conversation
about their faith and life, their
gifts and com mitments. your
church and its methods of pastoral care and its goals and vision.
Make sure you know them. and
they know you. The pastoring
required of you in I Peter 5: 1-4
and Acts20:28ffdemands no less.
When you release someone from
your care, do so with integrity.
Write a letter, informing the next
body of elders of gifts available
for ministry, o f special pastoral
needs, of a history of discipline.
Church hopping has become for
many the American way of avoiding spiritual accountability. We
must not be part of that problem.
Dr. Sittema, editor ofthis department, is
pastor ofthe Bethel eRG, Dallas TX.

Sexual Character - Beyond
Techn ique to Intimacy by
Marva J. Dawn. Wm B. Eerdmans,
Grand Rapids, 1993, 172 pages. Reviewed by Thomas Vanden Heuvel.
There is a desperate need for a dear
Biblical witness to healthy Christian
sexuality both within marriage and
outside of it. In this book, Marva J.
Dawn gives us this. She is married to
a wonderful husband, Myron. She is
severely handicapped and lives in a
wheel chair. She is a theologian , author and teacher working with Christians Equipped for Ministry based in
Vancouver. Washington. She is a
scholar with a Ph.D. in ethics and the
Scriptures from the University of
Notre Dame.
Richard B. Hays of Duke Divinity
School says of her book: "Marva
Dawn issues a clear and winsome call
for the church to resist the tragic confusion of secular culture by nunuring
fidelity and intimacy within marriage.
Her teaching is rooted deeply in Scripture and articulated with pastoral wisdom. Her emphasis on the church as
a character-forming community is an
especially important message for our
time."
The purpose of her book is stated
in this way: "I am most interested in
building the church to be the church ,
to pass on the narratives of the faith
so that its members can learn God's
design for their sexuality , and to foster the development of the necessary
virtues so that this design can be chosen and enjoyed in deep friendships,
strong marriages, and chaste sexuality" (p. 112).
There is a profound difference between the secular, worldly view of
sexual union and the Biblical Christian view. The world says that as long
as no one gets hurt it doesn't matter
what one does . We as Christians must
see that sexual union only within the
convenantal bond of marriage is a
sign of God's faithfulness; and we
must cherish it as such a sign.
This sign is a wonderful reality in
itself, but its ultimate meaning lies

beyond its immediate pleasure. It is a
sign, a gift to be enjoyed and one for
which to thank the Lord; but it is not
the be-all and end-all of marriage .
The author makes a very helpful
distinction between social and genital sexuality. The Bible introduces
these two kinds o f sexuality in Genesis 1 and 2. In Genesis 2, God underscores His design for genital sexuality, saying, a man shall leave his
father and mother and cleave unto
his wife and they shall be one flesh.
In Genesis 1:26 and 27 we read of
God's creation of human beings as
the "culmination of God's sovereign,
harmonious ordering of the world"
(p. IO). It is very important to see the
beauty of social sexuality as the fellowship of human beings created in
God's image as males and females.
Our culture suffers from great confusion over what constitutes masculinity and femininity. Jesus gives us the
perfect model for social sexuality and
it is not the blasphemy of "The Last
Temptation of Christ." What our society needs is a healthy social sexuality in the interaction between the sexes
in the church, workplace, government, military and athletics.
This involves more than rules for
behavior, though rules are necessary;
it mandates a positive experience of
God's grace and obedience to His
Word. Our behavior arises out of the
kind of persons we are, that is our
character. Therefore the title:
SEXUAL CHARAcrER. But behavior also builds character. The author
says that each time a person chooses
sexual faithfulness, that choice reinforces that kind of character. Each
time someone allows himself to view
pornographic material, traits of exploitation are fostered. Whenever an
individual uses sexually explicit language, he/she promotes vices of immodesty and hardens oneself against
the mystery and beauty of God's precious design for sexuality (p.35).
Cohabitating before marriage not
only is contrary to God's design for
marriage, but dramatically raises the
probability of divorce. Studies show
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that divorce rates among those who have previously lived
together are 50 to 100 percent higher (p.6).
The Christian community is to be a nurturer of character.
The more we see Jesus, the more we will be like Him, as the
Holy Spirit transforms us into His likeness.
The Word of God forms us. It gives us courage to deal with
the sexual problems in our society because it announces to us
the defeat of the principalities and powers. These forces which
contribute to the sexual pollution of our world have been
defeated already by Christ. (Col. 2: 14, 15). We have been given
the weapons of the Spirit to stand against all the methods of
the demonic world. (Eph. 6:1020).
The author makes a wonderful contribution to our Biblical
understanding of sexuality, marriage, friendship, homosexuality, divorce, nurturing ofchildren, abortion and teenage dating
and sex.
The author's climax is the call for "sexual shalom ." Shalom
is the Hebrew word for peace and begins with reconciliation
with God. It encompasses peace with others, with ourselves,
and widens out to c.onnote such things as health, contentment,
fulfillment, satisfaction and wholeness.
She summarizes her book in this way: "I want to offer a
vision which will guide us in positive creation of sexual shalom and give us strength and resources to fight various sexual
idolatries in our society. A sense of sexual wholeness in the
church will prevent its members from taking sexual union out
of context" (p.167).
I want to recommend this book for all young couples who
are planning marriage. It will also be a great encouragement to
us who are married. What a blessed plan God designed! We
will follow it for our profit and blessing.

